Creating Virtual Learning Lessons for Hands-on Coursework
14:01:38 From James Stanger : Mr. Padilla! Good to "see" you, man!
14:04:20 From Stephen Padilla : Likewise, good sir!! P-)
14:08:33 From Stephen Padilla : I wish there was a way for me to get paid to go to school full
time, but I have the next best thing: I'm a teacher!
14:14:08 From Stephen Padilla : He's also a Linux guru!!
14:17:34 From James Stanger : Linux is tons of fun, man.
14:17:44 From Stephen DeWitt : ACTE COVID-19 Info: https://www.acteonline.org/acteresponse-to-coronavirus/
14:19:37 From James Stanger : https://cin.comptia.org/
14:19:50 From Stephen Padilla : CIN is wonderful!!
14:21:14 From Stephen Schneiter : CIN = CompTIA Instructor Network, and is free to join
for anyone in education.
14:21:30 From Stephen Padilla : Stephen Schneiter is da' bomb diggety!
14:21:55 From Stephen DeWitt : Ah oh...I have a virtual background up...
14:23:42 From James Stanger : Hey, I like virtual backgrounds.
14:24:28 From Stephen Padilla : We have 3 Stephens and 1 Steve here!!
14:24:38 From Stephen DeWitt : I love the forced creativity too!

14:24:41 From James Stanger : As long as folks don't think that you're trying to hide something,
they can be useful. Know what I mean?
14:24:51 From James Stanger : Forced creativity - I'll be stealing that phrase.
14:25:53 From James Stanger : Facebook has, in some ways, always been an education platform
- folks have been educating each other how to communicate and connect on that platform for
years. Very cool stuff.
14:30:00 From Stephen DeWitt : AR = augmented reality and VR = virtual reality
14:32:40 From Felicia Brown : Do these programs cost the students or are they free?
14:34:30 From John Kugler : one of the issues we are having in Chicago is bandwidth and
connectivity.. can these be used without a fancy computer and technology at home?
14:34:33 From Ryann Hager : Monica, can you explain a little about what the "Hand Presence
and Interaction" Unit 5 course does?? Looks interesting!
14:35:40 From John Kugler : using it from a phone is a great idea...
14:38:09 From James Stanger : As I've traveled internationally, I've noticed that a lot of
students use WhatsApp. Many of these students have limited budgets. Because WhatsApp
doesn't use as much bandwidth, it's cheaper for them to run from their phones, especially
when they have to use their data connections, rather than WiFi.
14:38:23 From Julia Renfro : Hadn't thought about What'sApp for remote Alaska before. Thanks
for the idea.
14:39:06 From Stephen Padilla : I guess now I need to actually consider WhatsApp. I've been
avoiding it...
14:39:15 From Monica Arés : WhatsApp Resources
https://www.whatsapp.com/coronavirus/educator/
14:39:33 From Monica Arés : Schools Out Covid-19 Resources
https://www.facebook.com/fb/education/schools-out
14:39:37 From Stephen Padilla : Thank you, Monica!!
14:39:47 From Monica Arés : Blueprint Educator portal
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/educator

14:42:11 From Stephen DeWitt : ACTE has partners with the CA Dept. of Ed to provide Lesson
Plan resources... https://www.acteonline.org/lesson-plan-resources/
14:42:21 From Stephen DeWitt : partnered
14:45:24 From John.Pritchett : Need to consider Maslow (Student Needs) before you take care
of Bloom (Student Learning).
14:46:06 From Felicia Brown : My students love the lessons I have been creating in Nearpod. It
also gives instant feedback. For school districts like mine where my students are sometimes the
only ones working because their jobs didn't close so their schedules are crazy, this allows for
their lesson to be student-paced but they have some joint activities that connect them to each
other.
14:47:16 From John Kugler : great idea to teach students networking for classroom work ... like
grouping in the classrooms ... not everyone learns the same way
14:48:57 From Stephen DeWitt : In case you have questions about FERPA: FERPA@ed.gov or by
phone at 855-249-3072. FERPA webinar and PPT from U.S. Dept. of Education: Webinar:
https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/training/ferpa-and-virtual-learning-during-covid-19-webinarrecording & PPT: https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/resources/ferpa-and-virtual-learning-duringcovid-19
14:50:57 From James Stanger : I always encourage my students to break stuff . . . and then fix it.
14:50:58 From Stephen Padilla : If you never fail, it means you aren't really trying.
14:53:33 From James Stanger : We've seen the world flip to "virtual" and online - even should
we never see another pandemic, we'll all be living online from now on.
14:54:47 From John Kugler : imagine if the students figure a better way to this remote learning
stuff especially the collaboration on projects and hands on work … do it like a job shop each
student is responsible for certain things they are good at … and in the end they together make a
final project …
14:54:58 From Patrick Mahaffey : Where can we get the spreadsheet with the links
14:55:37 From Patrick Mahaffey : For sure...1st and 3rd grader
14:55:44 From Julia Renfro : Remember: if you click the 3 dots in the chat, you can save the
chat with all links.
14:55:57 From James Stanger : Thanks, Julia!

14:56:02 From Stacia Bowden : https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_TYBHj-CcaLNnAexzekIM9y6NhBqhJ1GnLhUMzX2bg/edit?usp=sharing
14:56:30 From Felicia Brown : Those CTE Learn courses on online teaching are only free until
May 31st, right?
14:58:19 From John Kugler : great seeing everyone.. I have a 2pm .. see everyone next time...
this was the best meeting I have had in two months thanks for the organizer and the resources
14:58:39 From James Stanger : I've created a few resources that are designed to help
instructors teach online: https://bit.ly/CIN-DIYLabs. I discuss not only tech, but how to teach
anything online in an interactive way.
14:58:54 From Felicia Brown : EdPuzzle is great for that.
14:59:05 From Stephen Padilla : Thank you, Dr. Stanger!!
14:59:30 From Stephen DeWitt : Please type any questions we did not get answered and we'll
work to get responses
14:59:43 From Felicia Brown : They can do that with FlipGrid without you getting their personal
numbers that can cause issues.
15:00:46 From Stephen Padilla : I have used Remind (f.k.a. Remind101) to communicate
through mobile phones without revealing the actual number.
15:01:59 From Julia Renfro : Thank you from Alaska. Stay Well.

